


Today’s market is highly competitive and driven by demanding

customers who are more technologically and globally savvy than ever

before. Customers want high—quality products and they want them

fast. To stay competitive, Enterprises need to become leaner and

more flexible.

In today’s digital economy, companies are increasingly competing based on their software

capabilities, which is creating a lot of disruption across industries. Companies that have

grown up as “digital natives” often have lean, lightweight business models. Their customers

typically interact with them using easy-to-use, high-value apps, or platforms.

These trends put pressure on a traditional enterprise in two ways:

1. The environment is ripe for disruption and new forms of competition.

2. There is a shift from optimizing for cost and efficiency vs. speed and agility.

It is not easy for traditional enterprises to react to their customer's ask. Large, complex

enterprises tend to have equally complex, arduous processes in place. At many enterprise

organizations today, little work of value is getting accomplished. Their historical way of

working, though successful in the past, impedes progress and often threatens their ability

to survive. These companies have built up a lot of processes, assets, and systems that

support a more traditional business model. For these companies, digital change would

require significant changes to many legacy processes, procedures, practices, as well as

their culture and technology architecture.

Enterprise technology is a booming industry. Companies are creating software that better

meets the needs of their customers and solves the problems they face. We at Liatrio

believe that industry is in a very pivotal time right now that enterprise organizations in all

industries are experiencing an “adapt or die” moment. How these companies choose to act

now will have a significant impact on their long term competitiveness. Not changing is a

problem, and we see enterprises falling into this dangerous trap. Why aren’t enterprises

making the changes that are needed? Here, I’ll discuss the reasons why along with some of

the biggest challenges enterprises are facing right now — and why these challenges truly

matter.
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Enterprise Culture in a Nutshell

Enterprise culture is largely normative and didactic. It establishes what’s desirable and

permissible within the organization and instructs both employees and leaders as to how

they should act. As a result, many enterprises still have a top-down structure where

decisions are made at the top and resources are lined up to execute on these decisions.

What worked well for manufacturing in the 19th century doesn’t work well in today’s

knowledge economy. For example, traditional information flow tends to be vertical, where

information flows between management and employees, instead of horizontal, enabling

collaboration and information sharing to occur throughout the organization. Enterprise

teams tend to be more focused on delivery and execution than on agility, speed, and

innovation.

And here’s the thing — if a company’s survival isn’t at stake, they don’t become a

continually evolving organization. They reach a stage in their evolution where they have

the market cornered so they don’t need to continuously improve. When they don’t

continuously improve, skills atrophy and the organization loses forward momentum.

New providers are emerging every day and disrupting the marketplace. Today, the pace of

change is exponential. If enterprises don’t change with the times, they won’t survive.

Enterprise Leadership Challenges

Enterprise leadership is not executing the following:

● Set vision, context, and meaning for their teams, meaning there are few established

guideposts for teams to follow.

● Recognize there are multiple ways to solve problems and get results, focusing more

on micromanaging than on coaching and growing teams.

● Model the values and behaviors they preach, which is problematic because they

cast a large shadow, and employees watch their every move.

● Help teams find the path forward, remove friction from their environment, and

ensure they feel safe to drive their agenda forward.

● Build trust with all stakeholders, meaning they don’t connect people across the

organization to drive higher collective value.

● Incorporate continuous learning and experimentation into daily work practices.
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● Guide teams towards small incremental steps where learning results in fixing

things forward.

● Encourage people to foster communities and give those communities a voice to

influence technology strategy and direction.

Micromanagement and enforcement trump empowerment and enablement. Most

enterprises fall on the spectrum of pathological or bureaucratic (see below) due to the

unproductive power structures and ineffective processes that build up over time. Leaders

who resist change purely out of self-interest or self-preservation create barriers to

progress.

Enterprise Team Challenges

It’s no surprise then that enterprise teams often don’t do the following:

● Feel empowered enough to determine the best course of action, owning outcomes

vs. waiting to be told what to do.

● Share what they’re doing with those around them, building community, helping

others throughout the organization, and looking for opportunities to drive

technology reuse.

● Empathize with partners and stakeholders to understand their interests and

concerns, strengthen connections, and build better solutions.

● Get comfortable with being uncomfortable, as it’s through curiosity, failure, and

learning that growth occurs and skills stay relevant.

Nearly all enterprises are facing major internal challenges due to digital disruption. What

made them successful in the past won’t necessarily make them successful in the future. I’ve

introduced a lot of ideas here. Below, I’ll do a deeper dive into some of these factors

affecting enterprise organizations today.
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Shifting Competitive Environment

Enterprise organizations often don’t understand how the competitive environment is

changing and how technology is driving these shifts. Key questions to ask include the

following:

● What tech startups are entering your industry? What is their business model?

What is their value proposition as compared with yours?

● Are large technology players encroaching on your industry? What risks do they

present from a competitive perspective?

● How are consumers in your industry changing? What kind of digital experience do

they expect? How are their purchasing habits changing?

● How are incumbent competitors within your industry responding? Are they

acquiring tech startups or transforming their internal capabilities?

● How fast are your competitors responding to changing customer demand? Are they

beating you to market? Are they experimenting more?

● What is the cost structure of other enterprises within your industry? How do you

compare vs. traditional competitors and digital entrants?

● How is the regulatory environment impacting your industry? Do you have

disciplined data management practices as required by these new laws?

● How quickly can your organization adopt new technologies? How effectively can

you get value out of disruptive emerging technology?

As with any other industry, differentiation is a challenge for enterprise-tech companies.

Industry newcomers are entering the market without making a huge upfront investment,

and they’re making waves and gaining capital by solving unmet needs, listening to feedback

to create better products, and finding niche clients to serve.
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Waterfall Model

With this inflexible model, IT is essentially positioned as a sub-contractor for the business.

The business provides requirements to IT, which is then expected to deliver the solution on

time and budget. IT work is structured as projects vs. products, and resources are

estimated and assigned. All requirements are assumed to be essential and part of the

deliverable. Workflows sequentially across the value stream in large batches (e.g.,

requirements precede design, which precedes development, testing, and deployment).

Quality is pushed far downstream, meaning it typically gets neglected. Also, customer

needs often change by the time the software is finally delivered.

Traditional waterfall development practices have caused difficulties for numerous

enterprises. Customers who used to think they had no choice but to wait months or years

for updates to their systems have gotten savvy. And so has the competition. Organizations

that use the Waterfall model often see these projects come in late and over budget. Many

organizations have recognized that big projects with a long shelf-life tie up a large amount

of investment. As the pace required to keep up with customer demands and competitors’

innovations has increased, these organizations are starting to understand that Agile

supports investing in short time intervals and having the ability to pivot quickly and

gracefully. Making the transition from waterfall to Agile and other methodologies can give

organizations lighter, more responsive ways to develop the numerous smaller projects

in-house for which the time and resource-intensive practices of waterfall are not really

suited.
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Legacy Systems

The behavior of today’s consumers has changed significantly. Millennials are more

transaction-oriented and less influenced by traditional brands and more tech-savvy

consumers expect immediate results are at odds with what enterprises can deliver with

their legacy systems.

Legacy systems are often massive pieces of technology that require significant labor and

cost to maintain. They usually do not provide the same value that a modern system would

and should be transitioned to save on costs and deliver value to the customer. Also,

increasing complexity from these multiple aging systems, along with undocumented or

poorly documented systems, require the management and support of a handful of people

who are “in the know.”
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Silos and Local Optimization

To optimize for cost and efficiency, IT structured their organizations in functional and

organizational silos so each function could optimize their processes and methods. The

result is local optimization at the cost of global sub-optimization. Software flows

sequentially through these silos until it’s delivered to the customer, usually many months

after they asked for it. The communication workflow generally takes the form of an intake

queue. Most delays in software delivery are due to work completed independently and

then integrated late, along with the aggregate time of work sitting in various queues along

the value stream. IT organizations create large overhead structures (generally in the form

of PMOs) to push work through this complex delivery system.

As an extension of this siloed structure, one of the things that hurt enterprises most is the

local optimization of teams over the greater benefits of the enterprise-wide process and

productivity optimization. Some organizations and leaders look to make the cost/barriers

of entry of work into their teams so high that they damage the productivity of the whole

enterprise. When organizations tend to focus more on enforcement vs. enablement, it’s

the enterprise that can no longer operate effectively.

One of the most time consuming and expensive enterprise delivery problems involve

senior leaders who have their agendas and who attempt to solve the same issues in

fundamentally conflicting or divergent ways without sufficient dialogue or collaboration.

For example, one team may be building an internal cloud platform with a large vendor that

gives them some features of a cloud platform but mirrors the current datacenter solutions

(and its problems). Another team may actively try to push the envelope to build some

services on a public cloud without much regard for operationalizing it. And in this process,

another group might invest millions of dollars in a system that cannot ever be ported to a

public or private cloud platform!
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Hidden Ways of Working

I’ve talked a lot about the hidden ways of working. One of the biggest things that lead to

enterprise delivery problems is the inability to see work flowing from ideation to

customers across an organization’s various teams/functional units. If enterprises were

manufacturing plants, then we could witness the transformation from raw materials to

finished goods, along with all of the roles, responsibilities, touchpoints, milestones, and

roadblocks along the way. Unfortunately, however, many of these critical details are hidden

– or at least difficult to identify – in technology organizations, especially large enterprises.

Work is planned using multiple tracking, scheduling, communication, and management

tools and processes. This lack of visibility is chronic and is present at all levels – people,

process, and technology.

Although many enterprises are adopting “lean” and “agile” tools and methodologies, initial

improvements don’t hold up over time. That’s because tools, methods, events, results, and

behaviors are surface level, meaning “hidden” debt exists just below the surface. Siloed

structures only add to the challenges here.

These hidden ways of working include how hiring decisions are made, why some teams are

overstaffed or understaffed, why some underperforming teams continue to receive

patronage, and why some strong performers are maligned even after doing good work.

Hidden information makes it nearly impossible to capture the current reality and develop

and implement a meaningful, forward-thinking strategy that will bring long-term value to

the entire enterprise.
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Service Ignorance

An enterprise’s hidden ways of working point to a much larger problem that permeates our

industry – overestimating the level of performance or value of a certain team, functional

unit, technology selection, project, etc. Enterprise delivery problems result when

enterprises overvalue the contribution of this individual or that supposedly “successful

initiative” or “successful team.” This tendency is usually the result of not looking under the

hood to identify the true cost of projects and programs, including waste accrued through

delays and rework; quality of people in a team (those who do and do not add value); the

true quality of code; automation that solves problems vs. obstructs flow, etc.

In short, no one in the IT organization actually knows what services they provide to the

business. Transitions done at such speed that there’s little to no understanding of the tasks

at hand or due diligence performed. As a result, work is loosely defined and delivered on

monolithic applications. Unrealistic dates are set for releases. Uncovering key details and

really understanding the big picture is hard because it’s easier to take the talking points at

face value and a lot of issues remain hidden.
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Internal Talent and Skills Atrophy

In the digital economy, companies need strong technology capability to be competitive.

Many enterprises have traditionally outsourced much of their IT capability. Because the

talent that remained was usually skilled in managing the delivery of outsourced partners,

engineering skills, in particular, have declined significantly in many enterprises. Many

engineers learned a specific technology (such as Java, .Net, Windows, Linux) and have

stuck with that technology their whole career, leading to a decay in their knowledge of

modern tooling. Today, many organizations have entire departments of project and service

managers who aren’t technical enough to understand key business-impacting issues. Just

as important, when skills atrophy, people resort to doing what they know, and they only

keep evangelizing how they worked in the past.

Given the pace of technological change, this has created a significant problem for

enterprises. Enterprise delivery problems result when teams lack leaders who excel at

skills growth and skills management. The reason is simple: Few folks with the actual skills

to do the work raise to the top. Instead, team leaders are often project and program

managers who focus exclusively on delegating work without fully understanding the work

being done. As a result, the quality of work suffers.

In many corporate cultures, skills management and uplift are seen as performance

improvement activities — tasks involving one or more people not doing a good job.

However, all skills require practice and constant improvement and re-education.

Enterprises that want better tech leads, better automation engineers, and more highly

skilled technical managers and leaders must first get better at delivery by hiring people

with strong technical and communication skills and focusing on continuous learning and

improvement.
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Outsourcing

Outsourcing and overuse of contracting firms are prevalent across enterprises, and the

resulting delivery problems are often massive.

To be fair, contracting firms provide services that enterprises need. That said, problems

often arise in one or more of these areas:

1. Lack of quality in contracting resources (in comparison with enterprise IT FTEs, of

which there are few), especially when multiple suppliers and problematic vendor

contracts demonstrate little understanding of the mechanics of IT;

2. enterprise leaders’ unwillingness to let contracting firms deliver value without

excessive oversight; and

3. the never-ending cycle of problem firms being hired to solve the quality or speed

issues that they themselves created.
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Dev vs. Ops Mentality

Enterprises have traditionally segmented the people responsible for building technology

from those responsible for running it. Doing so creates a conflict in incentives, with those

responsible for building not feeling accountable for the quality of what they deliver and

those responsible for running it feeling accountable for the speed of what is delivered. The

end result of this model is more manual work (development, testing, builds, and

deployments)), less collaboration and innovation.
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Conclusion

Transformation can seem arduous. However, it’s manageable with the right team. Intuitive,

intentional, evolutionary. Highly structured, in-depth training, organic rollout, all of it

deliberate and measured. Long-term results vs. short-term, shortsighted wins. The entire

organization understands and participates — transfer of knowledge, not the traditional

consulting model.

Transformation isn’t easy. But it is worth it.

Time, history, legacy, and the environment that created the poor behaviors that impact

long delivery times are ingrained in enterprise organizations. To effectively transform your

technology capability, your organization must first breakthrough these cultural barriers.

Winning companies need to figure out how to unlock and unleash their talent to drive their

competitive advantage.

I’ve covered a lot of important (and extremely complex) issues that cause almost all

enterprise delivery problems. The real challenge involves getting to the root of these

issues and creating a roadmap to resolving them. So how can these behaviors change? By

instilling a new way of working in the organization. Transformation is about building a

foundational culture that is adaptable and capable of continuously learning and changing.

It requires strategic improvements across technology, practices, operating models, and

culture.

In my upcoming white-papers, we will talk more about how to identify hidden institutional

knowledge and overcome organizational obstacles in order to accelerate innovation and

enterprise transformation. In particular, I’ll talk more about what this transformation

involves and what it needs to look like in practice.

Until then, if you’d like to learn more, please reach out!
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About Liatrio

Liatrio is a catalyst for change. We enable our customers to
deliver value faster and safer by empowering people, teams,
and organizations through modern DevOps practices and
Cloud Technologies.

We do this by bringing deep industry experience, engineering excitement,
and a vested interest in our customersʼ success — which becomes a
foundation for continuous improvement.

We embody and foster a culture of empathy, authenticity, and transparency.
We focus on delivery and always ensure that our talent brings passion and
excitement to our customers.

Our Core Capabilities
Enterprise DevOps
Transformation
Accelerate business results
and scale your organization
with a lean, value-driven
approach to so�ware
delivery and IT operations.

Cloud Native Delivery
Empower your teams to
build scalable apps in
dynamic environments and
make high-impact changes
frequently and predictably
with little toil.

Modern Platform
Engineering
Reliable applications are
built on modern self-service
platforms that reduce
engineering friction.

DevSecOps
Speed of delivery while
always staying safe and
secure in an automated way.
Remove untimely, manual,
last gate siloed approvals
and validations.




